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This invention relates to any electrical appa 
ratus and: particularly to- a dielectric furnace 
system. This application. is» a continuation in 
part of" my prior application, Ser. No. 411,711», 
?lediSeptember 20;. 1941,. now abandoned. In a 
dielectric furnace; high. frequency electrostatic 
fields are impressed upon- suitable material. which 
constitutes thefurnace‘ load. By virtue‘ of losses 
present this? furnace load, heat may be gen 
erated‘. 

I? have‘ discovered that a quarter‘ wave‘ open 
wire transmission line: having one end metal 
liicall'y short circuited and. the: other end loaded 
with a dielectric: furnace‘. has remarkable prop 
erties. A simple‘ way: in: which oscillations may 
be generated in such a line is to'conncct thereto. 
one or more vacuum. tubes having. three or more 
electrodes so’- that they transmission line forms a 
tank circuit. The‘. line may have forming part 
thereof or attached-1 thereto; at the- ends suitable 
electrodes- between. which. processing may occur. 

system of this: character has; remarkable 
properties and characteristics; which have never 
been hitherto obtained! in any system. These 
characteristi‘cs and properties briefly are as fol‘ 
lows. The" radio- frequency- potential impressed 
across the‘ work electrodes is‘ always the maxi~ 
mum potential- genera-ted. Itis possibleto main 
tain- potentials at the electrodes far greater than 
has hitherto been possible: The frequency at 
which the system‘v operates; is‘ optimum and tends 
toadapt itsel-f'to' o'hangeséin the load. The trans 
former‘ property of‘ a. quarter wave line- provides 

good‘ impedance matching. Efficiency is: greater than hitherto been available. The 

system does not radiate power. 
With reference to the maximum potential at 

the electrodes, a. tank‘. circuit consisting of a 
quarter‘ wave; transmission line has lumped’ ca-— 
pacitance concentratedv at: the f urnace: electrodes. 
There is. no lumped. inductance and no other ca~ 
pacitances through; which: tank currents may 
flow‘ to“ dissipate? power.‘ The distributed induct 
ance" and‘. capacitance of the transmission line 
are‘. inherent in. any'systerrr having a transmission . 
line‘; These are not merely tolerated as is true 
in the- prior art but deliberately used‘. This use 
imparts a- remarkable operative stability to the 
system under various load conditions. They com 
bination. of quarter wave transmission line and 
load: provides» a. system which determines its own 
resonant frequency; Thus, the system, tends to 
operate at the most efficient frequency in view 
of all processing factors. 
During processing, it is well known that the 
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physical properties of. a load may change sub 
stantially and: suddenly‘. In a system embodying 
my invention, the changes in load constitute the 
sole variable for changing frequency during a 
working cycle’. The» system follows the load 
changes and. maintains maximumv electrostatic 
potential differences across‘ the load at one fre: 
quency resonant for the system. A highly de 
sirable property of a quarter wave- transmission 
line system with suitable load is that the physical 
simplicity provides only one natural resonant 
frequency. In. systems having coil inductances 
or coupled circuits,- it is war known that there 
may be several resonant frequencies, thus making 
it possible: for parasitic oscillations in other 
modes to exist. This robs the load and tends to 
shorten the life- of- various elements. 
A further highly desirable property of a sys 

tem embodying. this invention resides in the factv 
that the open construction of the tank permits 
the use of vany desired construction of conductor. 
With a conventional cjoil: type inductance, it is 
necessary to use conductors which can be coiled. 
0n the: other hand, a construction embodying 
this invention may utilize a conductor in any de 
sired: form designed. so. that it conducts with 
minimum. loss. No considerationsv or suscepti 
bility to‘ coil formation need exist. It is, there~ 
fore, especially suitable for high‘ power ratings. 
A further highly'desirablc property of a quarter 

wave transmission‘ line resides in its ability to 
function as a transformer. High and low im 
pedances. may be matched by choosing proper 
portions of the‘ line‘ to: which connections may 
be made; ‘ Impedance‘ variations are also 
matched. Thus, the! load may go through wide 
impedance: variations and result in relatively 
smalil‘ impedance variations where the tubes are 
coupled‘. This is: a highly important considera 
tion. At‘ high. frequencies, matching is of‘ vital 
importance, for effective- transmission of power 
and avoidance! of unnecessary losses. Vacuum 
tubes have certain impedance requirements and 
characteristics while loads upon which the sys 
tem will work may have‘ their own impedance 
characteristics, which characteristics do‘ not even 
remain at a constant value during a processing 
cycle. . , 

Another important'characteristic inherent in 
a system embodying- this invention resides in the 
geometry of they construction. Thus, as long as 
separation between the opposite portions of the 
line is not excessive from. the point of view of ra 
diation. the line may be shaped or its length ad-f 
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justed in any manner desired to accommodate 
work. 
A system, embodying the invention herein has 

substantially all components and leads at such 
radio frequency potentials that ground is a point 
of substantial symmetry at all times in the radio 
frequency ?eld. The result is that there is little 
or no radio frequency unbalance and radiation is 
prevented to a degree far beyond what has hither 
to been considered possible. 
In practice, the quarter wave circuit and load 

has operated at frequencies ranging above a 
megacycle per second and may go up to one hun 
dred megacycles and more. As a rule, tube losses 
and physical dimensions of parts determine top 
frequency limits. Frequency-determining load 
capacitances may be substantially less than the 
tube capacitances in this system. Thus, greater 
leeway in tube choice is possible while main 
taining desirable tank conditions. 

It is preferred to maintain a space between 
work and electrodes, said space having a high de 
gree of insulation. Such space may be either air 
or material having low dielectric loss. Thus, the 
furnace capacitance consists essentially of a com 
ponent which is substantially constant and the 
work which may vary. As a result of this, the 
variation in load capacitance is reduced. A sys 
tem embodying the invention permits wide ranges 
of load conditions with resultant smaller changes - 
at the tube terminals. 
Under certain conditions. a grounded electrode 

may be disposed at the furnace in proximity to 
the work. Such an arrangement has been known 
to permit a noticeable increase of power absorbed ‘ 
by the load. 
The entire tank may thus have the general 

shape of a U (a V shape is considered as falling 
within this de?nition), depending upon the dis 
position of the conductors forming the short cir 
cuit at one end of the transmission line. The 
arms of the tank need not necessarily be parallel 
or straight and, in general, the ends of the arms 
are adapted to be bent or shaped to accommodate 
work. The ends of the arms may also be adjusted a: 
for length over a substantial range. While this 
may have a tendency to disturb the symmetry of 
the system, such lack of symmetry is not serious 
enough to alter the highly desirable normal oper 
ating characteristics of the system. 

In other systems, the oscillating system is a 
complete entity distinct from the cables leading 
to the work. In such prior art systems, the cables 
unavoidably constitute a transmission line having 
substantial electrical length and require the 
matching of oscillator to line and line to load. 
It is for this purpose that prior art systems tune 
the oscillator so that effective transmission 
through the leads to the load may be provided. 
This requires auxiliary circuit components where 
in power may be wasted. Furthermore, during 
processing of many materials, load changes occur 
too fast for tuning adjustments. In distinction 
to this, however, the transmission line in this in 
vention itself functions as the seat of continuous 
oscillations. Thus, any shaping or variation of 
length of the lines adjacent to or around the load 
has no deleterious effect electrically. The system 
instantaneously adapts itself to load requirements 
as an inherent property. 

Referring to the drawing, Figure 1 shows a sys 
tem embodying one form of the invention. Figure 
2 shows a modi?cation. 
Open wire line consisting of conductors I0 and 

II meet at I2 for convenience referred to as a 
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4 
junction though the conductors may be continu 
ous, and have free ends I3 and I4. Junction I2 is 
preferably at or near the geometrical center of 
the continuous metallic conductor extending be 
tween free ends I3 and M. This open wire line 
and shorted end constitutes a tank and may be of 
the usual construction for handling radio fre 
quency currents. Thus, the conductor may be 
fabricated of one or more hollow tubes, pipes, 
stranded cable or the like. 

However, for substantial power particularly in 
volving heavy currents, it is preferred to form 
the tank at least in the neighborhood of the region 
around junction i2 as a plurality of separate 
metallic conducting elements I6. These elements 
are preferably spaced from each other, but dis 
posed symmetrically to form a generally tubular 
cage construction. At frequent intervals, rings 
Il may be disposed either outside or inside of the 
cage structure to maintain the separate elements 
rigidly in position. 

Rings I‘! may be of insulating or conducting 
material. Insulating material may tend to reduce 
losses due to differences in potential circumfer 
entially around the cage structure. However, in 
practice, conducting rings are satisfactory and 
easier to make and install. Each element I6 may 
be solid wire, stranded wire, rod or tubing depend 
ing upon how ?nely divided the cage construction 
is made. To provide good surface conductivity, it 
is essential that copper or silver along the outer 
surface of the various conductors be used. It is 
understood that the drawing is merely illustrative 
of a cage structure for number and spacing of 
elements I6 and, in practice, an extensive con 
ducting surface is desired. 

It is well known that in a transmission line a 
quarter wave length long with one end short cir 
cuted and the other end open circuited (as far as 
a metallic connection is concerned) a voltage 
minimum and current maximum will occur at or 
near junction I2. As far as radio frequency is 
concerned, node I2 may be fixed and prevented 
from wandering along the conductor length if de 
sired by grounding this point through condenser 
I5. As will be explained later, some physical ad 
justments of the conductors may throw node I2 
off from the geometrical center of the tank. Fur 
thermore, in some instances, some lack of sym 
metry in loading or attenuation may tend to move 
the point of electrical symmetry away from node 
I2. However, this has no substantial undesirable 
effects and, in any event, may be corrected quite 
simply by adjusting the line. With load, node I2 
is spread out to a region of several inches along 
the tank. 
At any suitable points preferably spaced a sub 

stantial distance from node I2, the distance being 
in terms of electrical wave length, conductors I0 
and II may have joints 20 and 2I. These joints 
may be either of the universal type permitting 
movement in any direction or simply pivot joints 
permitting bending or adjustment of one portion 
of the conductor with respect to another portion. 
For ease in manufacture, joints 20 and 2! may 
have metallic pipe sections adjacent the pivots. 
Such sections may be soldered or sweated over the 
tubular cage construction of the conductor proper. 
Beyond joints 20 and 2I may be conducting por 

tions 22 and 23. These conducting portions need 
not have as great a carrying surface as is present 
near node I2, since currents decrease in intensity 
away from the nodal point. Conductors 22 and 23 
may telescope with conductors 24 and 25, these 
conductors preferably being slidable within con 



ductors 22 and?’to adjust the over~all=conductor 
length. Conductors ‘24-1and'i25'imay ‘have ip‘ivot 
joints 26 and 121 near freelends 1-3» and fll‘iotvthe 
quarter vwave :line. ='Conducting "portions 122* “and 
23 may be advantageously formedlof tperforated 
metal pipe or tubing. Similarly-‘conductors 24 
and 25 maybe formediof \perforatedimetalitubing 
so that the telescopicaction ‘mayibefsmooth. 

Free ends l3 and 1M carry~electrodes :28 and 
‘29 having any desired "area andcon'?guration. 
These electrodes 1are ‘preferably éformed» of wire, 
gauze or perforated ‘metal, it ‘being mnderstoo'd 
that the metal "has ‘good electrical conductivity. 
Thus, copper, brassor silverpl'ate inay'rbe‘relied 
upon. By virtue of, the various ijointssand tele 
scoping conductors, the *physical length ‘of ‘the 
quarter wave line v~-may "be'variedand' the shape 
of the line mayribeichangedsas =desi-red. v1Work 
30 disposed "between ‘electrodes “28 and i2'9lmay ‘be 
treated and will‘ ‘be ‘considered as the load. 
Grounded electrode‘ mayribe .usedtif desired 
anddisposed as desired. 
The spacing between r-lineiconductors lil'and 

:H ‘ shouldybersmall initerms of wave lengthitoipree 
vent radiaticno'f power. "However, ‘under some 
conditions, it may be "desirable to: spread étheiline 
apart for mechanical reasons. 
The actual ‘physicalilengthi of 5line‘ between ‘free 

ends ‘[3 ' and H is ‘a‘vmatter "of design andds "de 
termined byrvariousffactors. Thusg-an important 
factor is the frequency range over ‘which ‘the 
system is to operate. Another Afactor ‘is’ i'the 
amount of- power l‘tobe :handled. ‘A physically 
shorter length > of conduotoriis required rfortmcv 
ing the frequency range higher. ‘However, in .-., 
order to handle ‘desired currents, ‘the transverse 
dimension of conductors rl'orand ltlvmay‘have'lto 
be ‘quite substantial. vInasmuch as ity-is highly 
desirable ‘to ‘avoid ‘sharp Ibends - or ~ curves 1 in the 

conductors, it ‘is A evident that the transverse 7di 
mensions of the ‘conductors .willrbe ~a 5factor in 
the tank dimensions. In addition, excessively 
close spacing ‘between the opposing parts 20f :the 
line particularly near‘the high potential-ends ‘l3 
and I 4 may induce xbreakdown'lthrough rairvor 
other insulating medium. 
In orderlto exciteltheitransmission linaoneor 

two, or even more, ivacuumitubes may‘rbeprovided. 
Thus, vacuum *tubes 1‘31' ‘ and C3 2 ' .mayibe1provided. 
The system will operate with onlypneitube. and, 
ifv two'tubes are used, itnis‘desirablegthough not 
necessary, thatthe two tubes havesimilar-char 
acteristics. In thisx-way, electrical andcphysical 
symmetry will result. However, dissimilaratubes 
may be paired and :thelconn'ections altered ac 
cordingly. 
As shown here,itub'es‘:*3=2l andf32' :ha've. cathodes 

33-and'33’ of: any suitable type. Thesacathodes 
are energized by transformer windings ‘ 34 and?“ ' 
‘respectively whose centers .35 and 1-315’ imay :be 
grounded. The‘vacuum:tubes;.have-.-control grids 

"3."! and 3'!’ connectedby conductors .381 and >38’ 
to blocking condensers 3:9 and i.39'-and,thence to 
‘points 40- and 401’ on'theitank. Grids 31 Iand'd‘l' 
are connected ‘to :their corresponding cathodes 
through resistors 36 andt?’r-espectively. 
Tubes .32 and F32 ' have anodes145iand 45! con“ 

‘nected through. leads il?wand >146.’ "to connectors 
41 and 41' movable .over 31inesél0and2tl. Itis 
preferred to'haveboth grid andianode connec 
tions to the line adjustable .to permit proper 
choice ‘of connecting points. A suitable ‘source 
18 oflhigh potentiaLseither direct or-alternating, 
isconnected between node i2 on the :tan-kand 
:ground. :It is1un'derstood‘that thevtankirequency 
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‘is largely determined bythe tank circuit proper. 
The vacuum tubes merely act to feed pulses of 
power into the tank. 

It will be observed that grid and anode con 
nections of a tube are onsopposite sides of ‘voltage 
node l2. Thus, proper phase relationship be 
tween gridand plate will result. Theexactipoint 
of connection along’the'line‘is genierallyynotcriti 
cal and, at‘no or lightiloads, may-ibe ivaried with 
in wide limits. As 'a rule, physical movementof 
the grid connection "results in a greater electrical 
change than the same physical movement-of the 
'anode connection. This-ofvcourse, isdue tovthe 
rising potential away from node 12. 
As the‘loading on thetankdueito furnace-op 

eration increases, lthisvoltage rise tends to ?at 
ten out. Under some circumstances, the adjust 
ment for the grid and anode connections :tolthe 
tank circuit must be made during such ‘loaded 
conditions. With no ‘load, the Qv of the itankis 
so high that an adjustment of grid and anode 
connections satisfactory for load will generally 
"be tolerable to maintain‘oscillationsiatxnoior light 
loads. Obviously, as 'the loading falls off, the 
power input to the tank fallsoif. This is anim 
portant consideration in intermittent loading. 
Thus, the system embodying this invention 1-in 
herently has a high Q with the decrease iniQi-be 
ing due solely to the'load. 
As is well known, at node l2,_currentand volt 

age are ordinarily innzphase. The ltwo‘get out of 
:phase as points li3zand Mare approached. Thus, 
adjustment of the {grid and anodeiconnections 
along the line not only a?ect the potentials 'on 
these tube electrodes ‘but also have ‘a tendency :to 
affect the reactance faced by the tubes. The 
amount of reactance along the ‘line varies in a 
manner generally well'known in the art. ‘Thus, 
a reactance match ‘between tank'andftubes isalso 
inherent inthe anode andigrid adjustments. The 
further ‘the distance electrically from node t2, 
the greater'the eifective'reactanoe presented by 
theline. This, of course, iswell known in trans 
mission line tuning. 

In the system shown in :Figure l, the relative 
positions of grid and‘ianode take-off pointaonthe 
tank will be determined in some measureby the 
capacitance ‘of each ‘grid blocking condenser. 
Thus,.if grid blockingcondensers ‘39 andi't?’ have 
a sufficiently low capacitance, thenthe reactance 
presented at vthe frequency range of operation 
of the system will besuchithat the potentiallon 
the control grids may be too low ‘for the take-on 
positions shown in Figure 1. Intsuch case,.it~w.il1 
be necessary to move “the grid take-off point on 
the tank further away :from: the node. Thus, with 
.two tubes, as .shown in :Figure ‘1, it is possible 
that the grid take-off point forrone tube may be 
made to coincide with theanode take-off point 
for the other tube. Under such conditions'the 
~two brushes may.be;merged into one physical 
structure. Hence, it follows that, while the grid 
take-01f point of one tube is oppositely phased 
from the anode take-off point for they same tube, 
it is not necessary "that the grid .takenoii ‘point 
beat a lower radio frequency potential thanthe 
anode take-off point for the same tube. The 
actual radio frequencypotentials present in the 
grid and anode of-a tube are important. Theop 
erating characteristics are also important. 

It is possible toldispose a pluralityof 'tubesin 
parallel for each‘tube ‘shown. Thus, anumber 
of tubes may be ‘connected ‘at the‘ samepointsliin 
Ythe tank‘or'mayiberconnected at di?erent points 
along the tank. :If such tubes are. staggered ‘or 
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laddered along the tank, it will in general be de 
sirable that the tubes have different character 
istics, since their connection points are at diifer 
ent distances from the voltage node. This, of 
course, is different than a simple paralleling of 
tubes to increase the power handling capacity. 
The quarter wave line thus functions as a 

transformer upon which may be hung vacuum 
tubes and loads in the most effective manner 
possible. Between electrodes 28 and 29, suitable 
load 30 either stationary or movable may be dis 
posed. Air gaps or low loss spacing between elec 
trodes and load are desirable to stabilize the nor 
mal mode of oscillation. A grounded electrode 
3| may be disposed between or adjacent the fur 
nace electrodes under some conditions. 

It is not essential that the work be disposed 
geometrically between the electrodes. Thus, in 
certain installations, the electric ?eld between 
opposing electrodes may curve so that the work 
is outside of the geometrical region between elec— 
trodes. By this is meant that straight lines join 
ing the opposed electrodes will not necessarily 
intersect or enclose the work. It is clear, there 
fore, that work may be either between or adja 
cent the work electrodes. 
A true load acts so that the lines of force are 

drawn toward it. This may eliminate the neces 
sity for a grounded electrode apart from poten 
tial considerations. 
In certain installations, particularly where the 

surface presented by the load is extensive, such 
as might be the case in large sheet material, it 
becomes impractical from both a physical and 
electrical consideration to have electrodes on op 
posite sides of work material. To dispose elec 
trodes on opposite sides of parts of wide webs or 
sheets would require such long physical tanks as 
to reduce frequency characteristics to an unde 
sirable value. In particular, the large physical 
length of such a tank may make it impossible 
to operate it at a desired high frequency. 
To overcome such undesirable factors, it is 

possible to dispose the electrodes as shown in 
the dotted line position, so that they are more or 
less in the same plane and face a load as shown. 
The load may be a sheet or travel on a suitable 
conveyor or be stationary. The electrodes need 
not be parallel or symmetrically disposed. Be 
yond the load may be disposed grounded elec- ‘ 
trode 3|’, this serving to distort the electrostatic 
?eld toward the load. The grounded electrode 
may be omitted if desired, or there may be several 
grounded electrodes. 
The actual physical length of the line will nat- . 

urally not correspond exactly to the theoretical 
length of a quarter wave line operating at the 
frequency at which the system actually operates. 
In fact, as load conditions change, the resultant 
variation in frequency may go through a substan 
tial range, thus changing the electrical length 
without any physical variation in the length of 
line. 
Under normal conditions of operation, there 

is a voltage node in ‘the furnace system between 
the free ends of the line. This merely means 
that, at some region in the furnace, there is a 
point corresponding in general to node l2. 
The conductors may be adjusted by move 

ment around joints 2!) and 2| as well as adjust 
ment of the telescoping sections. Similarly, the 
furnace electrodes may be adjusted on the pivot 
joints. In making all these adjustments, it is not 
necessary that precise equality of physical length 
on the two sides of the node be maintained. For ' 
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8 
a permanent installation, it is preferred to have 
as much physical symmetry as possible. How 
ever, I have successfully adjusted the arms to 
various positions without impairing the satis 
factory operation of the system. 
Thus, the entire system under operating con 

ditions has a high degree of symmetry to ground. 
This tends to eliminate radiation. 
Another desirable feature of the invention re 

sides in the fact that the furnace electrodes are 
both at a high positive potential to ground if the 
high voltage source supplies direct current. It 
is, of course, possible to reverse the entire sys 
tem so that the furnace electrodes are at a nega 
tive potential and the cathode connections to 
the tubes are interchanged with anode connec 
tions to the tubes. During the operation of the 
system, radio frequency voltage oscillations at 
the furnace electrodes will tend to reduce the po 
tential of said electrodes below the normal static 
value. However, the amplitude of such oscil 
lations may be controlled so that the average po 
tential at both furnace electrodes may be well 
above ground during normal operation. If such 
average potential is at a sufficiently high value 
such as of the order of ?ve thousand volts or 
higher, then precipitating action on fine solids 
between the electrodes may result, assuming that 
the load is of a liquid or gas nature. Even with 
solids, some migration of particles may occur. 

It is understood that no attempt is made to 
show proper proportions of physical dimensions 
in the drawing. This is particularly true of elec~ 
trodes, their relative positions, the relative areas 
of the electrodes and load, the spacing between 
electrodes and load and between the grounded 
electrode if one is used, and the remaining por 
tions of the furnace. All these are matters which 
must be varied for individual requirements. 
The tank maybe supported on suitable posts 58 

of low loss material such as quartz. The vacuum 
tubes and leads at high radio frequency poten 
tial such as anode and grid leads may be suitably 
supported by low loss material. The entire sys 
tem may be considered as having an axis extend 
ing from voltage node [2 between conductors Ill 
and l l and through the furnace between the fur 
nace electrodes. Such an axis should lie in an 
equi-potential surface extending throughout the 
entire system. Theoretically, in the absence of 
any ground surface, such an equi-potential sur 
face would consist of a ?at plane bisecting the 
entire system and perpendicular to the drawing, 
assuming, of course, that all the parts are sym~ 
metrically disposed. The axis would be a line in 
this plane exceeding from node [2 to the furnace 
and symmetrically disposed with respect to the 
various portions of the system. In actual prac 
tice, the furnace system must be supported with 
reference to ground. The tank itself under nor 
mal conditions may be supported so that the 
transmission line is disposed in a horizontal plane 
or a vertical plane or in any intermediate posi 
tion. By disposing the various portions of the 
system so that corresponding portions of the 
system on opposite sides of the axis are sym 
metrically disposed with respect to ground, ra 
diation may be eliminated or reduced to such a 
low value as to be negligible. 

It is possible to support the entire system so 
that electrical symmetry to ground is obtained 
without necessarily relying upon physical sym 
metry. Thus, if the tank for some reason must 
be supported in a vertical plane with one con 
ductor above the other so that the conductors 
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are at inherent distances from the.v the} 
seine supporting rial suitably swim. H _. 
be disposed so that ground for the he: 
eemes 1110b Milly-11h? floerbut else a more or less 

Ihue the ,eeipeeh nee ref the 
' e 

e1 features tank '9 
in Figure 1,. 'llehh he has stehhele-? hotel region 
6!. To node ‘6|, there is also connected center: 
tale ‘5.3 0? transformer eeeendery 64 having ter 
minalsBE and 366. Transformer secondary 5! 
has Primary =61 fed by Suitable alternating e rent- vSecondewy t4 is adapted to previcle suit 
ably hiah potentials at "terminals % and .6? 
Tehhinals :65 and 55 are eehheeted by leads 

to radio frequehev ehehes .10 and TL and these 
ehekeeare eehneeted by leads 11.2 and 1,3 to anodes 
H and T5 of vacuum tuhc ‘I16 and 11 respectively. 
Tubes 16 and 1;‘! ha\ cathodes 18' and 1.9 
grounded, it being hhtlelteteed that these eathe 
Odes are suitably energised by heaters or heat? 
the ear-rent ' 
Grid resistors '89 and .8} are connected be. 

tween ground and control grids .812 ‘and :83 of the , 
respective tubes. Grids vQ32 ‘and 8,3 are also con 
heeted to tehezo?' mints .eh tank 69-. The grid 
connections be ,dir ct metallic connections 
to the ganlr or rnay be through blocking con: 
densers 18.6 and 81' as shown. These blocking 
condensers may be ‘formed by metal sleeves dis 
posed in speeed relation erehhel er insulated 
from the tank table, it being hhdersteeel that 
Suitable insulating supports may be provided to 
maintain the ,relatiehship- Thus, phrsieel slid: 
ins contacts between the tank and the takeoff 
leads may be eliminated if desires It is uhdeee 

., ,. ,. . ehsth ef the sleeves along the 
eehle may be adihsted to desired yalues ahdthat 
the epaeihe between the .ehpeeeel -.eehelehser emf. 
faees may also be adjusted to desired wellhea 
The sleeves may be either solid or perforated,’ 
and the [physical dimensions of the sleeves will 
determine the effective capacitance. 

Similarly, anodes 14 and 15 are connected 
through blocking condensers 88 and Q9 respec 
tively to suitable points on the tank. These 
blocking condensers may also be vformed in a 
manner similar to condensersl?? and ~81. 
In both Figures 1 and 2', it is understood that 

the various leads from the tubes to the tam; and 
various circuit components such as grid resistors 
may he enclosed in grounded shields- Similarly, 
the vacuum tubes may be enclosed in shields if 
found desirable. 
In operation, it is clear that the vacuum tubes 

will rectify the alternating current from the 
trehsfermer 
The furnace may also be modified by dispos 

ing neutral grounded electrode [9,9 between vtur 
hate eleetredee 9" and ‘92 @1191 harried b57111}? B11111? 
Thus, in the absence of such a grounded elec 
trode, there will he .a voltage .-node somewhere 
in ‘@116 .?llitlace. ‘111F181’ .IAQWWI 99:91” 345mg Qon?li 
tions. Without the groundedlelectrode, the volt-v 

ese 1.110.416 may mere in esaee .elepehdihg the .natureof the work, ‘its physical changes,and 
other factors. ‘Iiloweverhbydisposingia grounded 
electrode between the furnace electrodes, the 
voltage node will be stabilized and ?xed. The 
potential distribution through the node between 
the furnace electrodes may be controlled by the 
shape. size and location of the neutral electrode. 
It is understood that the neutral electrode may 
be of perforated material similar to the furnace 
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electrodes shevh is .1- .It. is. ehviehs »_.thet 
the grounded electrodeshown inFigure 1 eisheseel zbetweeh the iiirheee electrodes in a 

manner similar h) that hist‘des'eribed £91‘ Fig 
ure 2. 

Bleehihg eendehserit they be disposed between 
ground and neutral electrode 90. Thus, electrode 
to will he amended for .reeie heqheheiee Coh 
denser v93 ‘will tend to suppress ‘damaging arcs. 
In ease the :t. his at high Potential to ground 
beeeuhse of direct connection to a high voltage 
source, as in Figure 1, an arc hetween'electrode 
fill and ground damage the apparatus in 
the absence oi condenser .93. This condenser, 
like oi er grounded vndensers, should provide 
a low reactan - . , for'radio frequency. 

.l- A Qieleqtric heating ,sysiem eemprisihg e 
eeherelh u-eheheel eehduehns [structure with 
Work eleehedes a .e tree leheh ref eeid etr‘ueture, 
said eleeheeee term as a eqhdeheef Whese e1 
eleetrie ihelulies a 10‘ d, said lead and conducting 

ueihre e eratihs quarter-Wave ‘trans 
mission line type t. .l.< elm-hit having a nodal 
mint about midway alehg the struehlte; at 
least one vacuumtube __hayi1_1g at least a cathode, 
eehhel the we aired resistor between the 
grid and cathode, a zeouneetien the radio ire. 
queheies between the ahede and said 123.31.?’ .e 
eehheeheh £91" redial fr hen es between the 
gllfid shes/aid he ,7 ahe- eneeleleennee 
tiehs haying neg able length elehe'saie tehh 
and being ehresi Ii .91. a radio irequehey 
eehhectiqnhetue- ' r l. l I _ r and e .eQhre-e of h. ieetehtiel between said 

cathode and .ehede, said heat being Otherwise 
free. ref .eliserete high heqiiehey iheheters er 
eat ehere. t9 in he he iermetieh of leereshie 
eheuih ehel, .. .. sewer limits of the 
system, the eehahser. hteihihs the had be 
ing the domina t Nnfl e the amount of 

, . )5 system something .e 
generally __ . .hlelhetihe structure hav 
mg were e ehesieeat theftee ends efseid She-e 

.eaid .eleehqdes iermlhe e eeheeheelt Wheee 
eh.v eehtie .ihelheles a .lsadrsaid lead and eehdueh 
the Strhethre .eheretine e charter-wave hens 
1.12 . The tree ta .cirehit having a model 
helm shell, mid-way .alehs the structure ‘we 
vaeilsm tribes .eeehlhav'ihg at least e eethede, 
eenirpl grid and anode, resistors between the 
grid and .eethesie ,qf .eeeh tube, eenheehens for 
radio .treelueheies ‘between the eehtrel grid and 

r‘ tank and between the .ehede and tehh respec 
their for eaeh time he and anode eehheetiens 
.fer a tube being ,qpreeitely Phased and the We 
tubes being eppeeitelly phased, said eehheehens 
0.1.1. fetid. 1231111? having hgrgligiple ‘length @1995 said 

h.’ radio freqhehey eehheetiehe between said 
QQPIEOQQS and nodal 99111.1? @Pd .2‘ .rsoilme of high 
netehiielrhetweehseid etheees ehe ehleeee, said 
hi h .heihe eihehriee ._ ee ref eiieerete high he 
atelier ,ihdueiere er .eeneeiters to minimize the 
vf.,Qr-Ihehen. of ‘Parasite eheliite and. within the 
power limits ‘of the s st the condenser .con" 
taming the ieesl being .demmeht .ihfhlehee ih 
thearnpuht of power the grated 1.11 the dieleetrie 

.The system 9; claim 1 wherein the ‘radio 
frequency connections for at least one of the 
electrodes of each tube includes a blocking con 
denser, said blocking condenser consisting of a 
sleeve surrounding a length of said conducting 
structure. 

4. The system of claim 1 wherein a grounded 
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electrode is provided adjacent the work elec 
trodes. 

5. The system of claim 1 wherein said work 
electrodes are disposed to face the same side 
of a work region and wherein a grounded elec 
trode is disposed to face an opposing side of the 
work region. 

6. The system of claim 1 wherein means are 
provided for adjusting the length and shape of 
said conducting structure so that said work elec 
trodes may be disposed in any desired position 
with respect to the load. 

7. A dielectric heating system comprising a 
generally U-shaped conducting structure having 
work electrodes at the free ends of said structure, 
said electrodes forming a condenser whose di 
electric includes a load, said load and conducting 
structure operating as a quarter-wave transmis 
sion line type tank circuit having a nodal point 
about mid-way along the structure, an even num 
ber of vacuum tubes, each tube having at least 
a cathode, control grid and anode, a resistor 
between the grid and cathode of each tube, con 
nections for radio frequencies between a control 
grid and tank and between an anode and tank 
respectively for each tube, each tube having its 
grid and anode connections to the tank oppositely 
phased and one-half of the tubes having their 
corresponding electrodes oppositely phased with 
respect to the corresponding electrodes of the re- . 
maining tubes, said connections on said tank hav 
ing negligible length along said tank, radio fre 
quency connections between said nodal point and 
said cathodes and a source of high potential be 
tween said cathodes and anodes, said tank being 
otherwise free of discrete high frequency induc 
tors or capacitors to minimize the formation of 
parasitic circuits and, within the power limits 
of the system, the condenser containing the load 
being the dominant influence in the amount of 
power dissipated in the dielectric. 

3. A dielectric heating system‘ comprising a 
generally U-shaped conducting structure having 
work electrodes at the free ends of said structure, 
said electrodes forming a condenser whose di- 4*»; 
electric includes a load, said load and conducting 
structure operating as a quarter-wave transmis 
sion type tank circuit having a nodal point about 
mid-way along the structure, at least one vacuum 
tube having at least a cathode, control grid and 
anode, a connection for radio frequencies for 
grounding said nodal point and said cathode, a 
resistor between grid and cathode of a tube, con» 
nections for radio frequencies between the tank 
and control grid for a tube, a connection for radio " 
frequencies between the tank and anode for a 
tube, said grid and anode connections for a tube 
being oppositely phased, said connections on said 
tank having negligible length along said tank, 
means for connecting a source of high potential 
to the anode and cathode of a tube, said tank 
being otherwise free of discrete high frequency 
inductors or capacitors to ‘minimize the forma 
tion of parasitic circuits and, within the power 
limits of the system, the‘ condenser containing 
the load being the dominant in?uence in the 
amount of power dissipated in the dielectric. 

9. The system of claim 8 wherein the connec 
tion from an anode to the tank includes a block 
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ing condenser, said blocking condenser consisting 
of a sleeve surrounding a length of conducting 
structure. 

10. The structure of claim 8 wherein the con 
nections from the grid and anode include block 
ing condensers, each blocking condenser con 
sisting of a sleeve surrounding a length of con 
ducting structure. 

11. A dielectric heating system comprising a 
generally U-shaped conducting structure, said 
structure having a portion formed of spaced 
metallic tubular elements to form a generally 
cylindrical cage, said cage portion having exten 
sions forming the free ends of the structure, each 
extension comprising a tubular conducting struc 
ture, electrodes secured to the free ends of said 
extensions, said electrodes forming a condenser 
Whose dielectric includes a load, said load and 
conducting structure operating as a quarter-wave 
transmission line type circuit having a nodal 
point about mid-way along the conducting struc 
ture, at least two vacuum tubes each having a 
cathode, control grid and anode, a radio fre 
quency connection between the nodal point and 
the cathodes and ground, a radio frequency con 
nection between each grid and tank circuit, a 
radio frequency connection between each anode 
and tank circuit, the cooperating grid and anode 
connections for any one tube being oppositely 
phased, said tubes being divided into two groups 
oppositely phased with respect to each other, a 
resistor between the grid and cathode of each 
tube, said anode and grid connections having 
negligible length along said tank, a source of 
high potential connected between the cathode 
and anode of said tubes, said tank circuit being 
otherwise free of discrete high frequency induc 
tors or capacitorsto minimize the formation of 
parasitic circuits and, within the power limits 
of the system, the condenser containing the load 
being the dominant in?uence in the amount of 
power dissipated in said condenser dielectric. 
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